
Abstract. Three principles, namely, a neutrality princi-
ple, a stoichiometry principle, and a coordination
principle are proposed as criteria for building up cluster
models of metal oxides. Particular attention is focused
on how to cut out a stoichiometric cluster which
possesses the smallest boundary e�ect for a given cluster
size. Several criteria for determining self-consistently the
magnitudes of embedding point charges are discussed.
The problem of how the methods of embedding a�ect
the calculated electronic properties of the substrate
cluster and the adsorption properties are investigated. It
is that a better cutout cluster, which interacts less with its
surroundings, would depend less on the embedding
scheme, while a better description of the surroundings
would improve the quality of the cutout cluster. A
simple point charge model provides a stable model of the
oxide surface as well as of adsorption on the surface.
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1 Introduction

Metal oxides form a class of systems with important
applications in, for example, catalysis, corrosion, gas
sensors, ceramics, high-temperature superconductivity,
etc. [1, 2]. In catalysis, oxides are commonly used either
as support materials or as catalytically active compo-
nents. To elucidate the nature of the oxide surfaces is
very important to understand the catalytic reactivity of
the oxide. Nowadays, theoretical modeling of the atomic
details of surface structures and surface reactions has
become a valuable tool which complements experimental
surface science techniques [3, 4].

There are three popular methods for cluster modeling
of metal oxides, i.e., the bare-cluster model, the em-
bedded-cluster model, and the saturated-cluster model
[5, 6]. The bare-cluster model is simply a small portion of
substrate atoms cut out from the bulk solid. In the sat-
urated-cluster model, hydrogens, pseudo-hydrogens, or
some other atoms are used to saturate the free valencies
at those sites of the bare cluster which are not supposed
to represent the real solid, while in the embedded-cluster
model, high-level quantum mechanical (QM) methods
are applied to the cluster with its surroundings being
treated at a lower level. Some sophisticated embedding
schemes have been developed [7±13]. Among them, the
hybrid QM/molecular mechanical (MM) method seems
promising, where the surroundings are approximated by
the MM model [11, 12]. At present, the most common,
yet most e�ective way is to simulate the in¯uence of the
surroundings with a point charge (PC) array which
adopts the lattice position of the bulk solid.

The bare-cluster model reduces the problem of an
in®nite solid to the common problem of molecules, and
hence standard and well-documented ab initio compu-
tational methods for molecules can be used to explore
the properties of solids and the chemistry on surfaces.
However, the simulation with bare clusters can only be
justi®ed if the structures of the stable clusters and of the
bulk are similar. The embedded-cluster model or the
saturated-cluster model should be superior to the bare-
cluster model, since the in¯uence of the bulk solid has
more or less been taken into account. It is clear, how-
ever, that a crude procedure for cutting out a cluster
from the solid will create spurious electronic states at the
border of the cluster which are hard to correct in the
subsequent embedding or saturation. Cutting out a
cluster suitably is a prerequisite for a good cluster
modeling of a solid. How to cut out a cluster model is
the ®rst question we want to address in this paper.

It is generally believed that the embedded-cluster
model with PCs is more suitable for modeling an ionic
oxide where the orbital overlaps and orbital interactions
are smaller, while the saturated-cluster model is better for
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a covalent oxide in which the dangling bonds are elimi-
nated by saturators, such as hydrogens. In fact, on the
one hand, hydrogens would be located at lattice sites so
as to ful®ll the ``geometric requirements'' of the bulk (the
``electronic requirement'' can hardly be ful®lled owing to
the di�erences in the electronic properties between hy-
drogens and the lattice atoms which the hydrogens are
going to replace); on the other hand, the embedded-
cluster model with PCs, which can give a reasonably
good description of an ideal ionic surface, would, how-
ever, result in an overestimation of the electrostatic in-
teraction between the metal oxide surface and the polar
adspecies. When the embedded-cluster model is used to
study chemisorption, the replacement of lattice atoms
with PCs would lead to a biased description of the sta-
bility of the ionic adspecies. Therefore, it is important to
®nd a method which suitably accounts for the e�ects of
the lattice ®eld.What is more, since most metal oxides are
intermediates between purely ionic and purely covalent
solids, it is important to develop embedding techniques
which can be applied to the modeling of an ordinary
metal oxide. In this paper, we will try to address the
question of how to suitably account for the cluster-lattice
interaction within the PC embedding model.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we
present three principles for building up cluster models of
metal oxides. Particular attention is focused on how to
cut out a stoichiometric cluster which possesses the
smallest boundary e�ect for a given cluster size. The
theoretical background of the embedded cluster model is
discussed in Sect. 4. Several criteria for determining self-
consistently the magnitudes of PCs are proposed. In
Sect. 3 and 5, we present case studies for the cluster
modeling of MgO solid and the CO/MgO (100)
adsorption system to demonstrate our ideas. Some
concluding remarks are made in Sect. 6.

2 Three principles for building up cluster models

The methods of modeling depend largely on the
properties of the particular system in question. An oxide
can be highly ionic, such as MgO, or signi®cantly
covalent, such as SiO2. Many, for example, ZnO lie
somewhere in-between. Indeed, oxides di�er signi®cantly
from each other in such properties as crystal structure,
electronic structure, etc. This fact makes it di�cult to set
up uni®ed principles for the cluster modeling of oxides.
Fortunately, there are some basic rules which all metal
oxides should obey. These are the neutrality principle,
the stoichiometry principle and the coordination princi-
ple [14, 15].

Possible cluster models for MgO are given in Table 1.
In the MgO crystal, every Mg2+ has six nearest neighbor
O2). Therefore [MgO6]

10) and [MgO5]
8) are quite com-

mon models for the bulk solid and for the ®vefold Mg
site on the MgO (100) surface [13, 16±18]. Even though
MgO has been generally accepted as a highly ionic oxide,
there exist some arguments, from both experiment and
theory, that the ionicity of MgO is signi®cantly (10±
20%) lower than the nominal value [19±21]. Keeping the
stoichiometric ratio of MgO in mind, we have
[Mgq+(Oq))6]

5q) for the solid and [Mgq+(Oq))5]
4q) for

the surface; however, q is a quantity to be solved.
We believe the neutrality principle would be the most

important. Though it is not uncommon to use a charge
model to elucidate certain properties of oxide solids [22],
this kind of model should be of limited value to in-
vestigate adsorption and surface reactions. A negative-
charge model would be too active in donating electrons,
while a positive-charge one would be eager to accept
electrons. The unrealistic electric properties of such a
charge model will arti®cially shift the energies of the
frontier orbitals, and will create spurious static interac-
tion with the adsorbate. Since the model is made up of
``cluster + surroundings'', the neutrality principle would
be ful®lled by a neutral cluster plus neutral surround-
ings, and by a charged cluster plus surroundings of the
opposite charge (see Table 1). We think the former is
superior to the latter, even though both models have
found successful applications [3±6, 13, 16±18, 23, 24].
The reasons are:

1. The cluster should interact as little as possible with
its surroundings [6], and the interaction between a neu-
tral cluster and neutral surroundings should be smaller
than that between a charged cluster and charged sur-
roundings.

2. In a charged-cluster model, one has to ascribe a
certain number of electrons to the cluster ion, usually
based on the nominal ionicity of the substrate atoms,
while the ionicity is a quantity in question [23].

3. The stoichiometry principle can never be ful®lled in
a charged-cluster model, and the breaking down of the
stoichiometry principle will bring about some arti®cial
density of states of the excess atoms [24].

We recommend choosing a stoichiometric cluster [14,
15]. In this way, the neutrality requirement is reached
automatically. The remaining question is how to mini-
mize the boundary e�ect of a cluster of given size so as to
ful®ll the requirement of the coordination principle.

3 Modeling of MgO solid with bare stoichiometric
(MgO)x clusters

The MgO crystal has a rock-salt structure with a
nearest MgAO distance of 2.105 AÊ [25]. Each bulk
Mg or O ion is coordinated by six counterions. The
geometries of a set of stoichiometric (MgO)x (x� 1±16)

Table 1. Sample clusters used
to model MgO solid Neutral cluster Charged cluster

Bare model (MgO)x MgO6� �5qÿ

Embedded model MgO� �x� q�; qÿ� � MgO6� �5qÿ � q�; qÿ� �5q�

Hydrogen-saturated model MgO� �x� H� �y MgO6� �5qÿ � H�� �5q
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are presented in Table 2. These clusters are simply
segments of the bulk. For a given x, there are a number
of di�erent choices to cut out a cluster. The model
should work best if the boundary e�ect is the smallest.
Cutting out a cluster would result in dangling bonds on

the border atoms of the cluster. We de®ne Nd as the
total number of dangling bonds of a cutout cluster, and
bd � Nd/2x as the average number of dangling bonds
on each in-cluster atom [14]. It is expected that for a
given x, the cluster with the minimum Nd should have

Table 2. Ab initio RHF calculations for (MgO)x clusters
a

N Clusterb Symmetry Nc bc Nd bd Na ba Ec (eV)
c

1a C1v 2 1.0 10 5.0 10 5.0 )2.21

2a C1v 6 1.5 18 4.5 18 4.5 )0.99

2b D2h 8 2.0 16 4.0 16 4.0 0.66

3a C1v 10 1.67 26 4.33 26 4.33 )0.12

3b Cs 12 2.0 24 4.0 22 3.67 0.04

3c C2v 14 2.33 22 3.67 22 3.67 1.73

4a C2v 20 2.5 28 3.5 27 3.38 1.64

4b C2v 20 2.5 28 3.5 27 3.38 1.69

4c C2h 20 2.5 28 3.5 28 3.5 2.37

4d Td 24 3.0 24 3.0 24 3.0 3.11

5a C4v 26 2.6 34 3.4 26 2.6 0.32

5b C4v 26 2.6 34 3.4 30 3.0 1.16

5c C1 30 3.0 30 3.0 28 2.8 2.69

5d C2v 26 2.6 34 3.4 34 3.4 2.73

6a C4v 30 2.5 42 3.5 26 2.17 )0.61

6b C2h 32 2.67 40 3.33 40 3.33 2.98

6c D2h 40 3.33 32 2.67 32 2.67 3.83

7a Cs 46 3.29 38 2.71 34 2.43 3.06

7b C1 46 3.29 38 2.71 36 2.57 3.49

8a Cs 52 3.25 44 2.75 40 2.5 3.13

8b Cs 56 3.5 40 2.5 38 2.38 3.86
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Table 2 (Contd.)

N Clusterb Symmetry Nc bc Nd bd Na ba Ec (eV)
c

8c D2d 56 3.5 40 2.5 40 2.5 4.21

9a C1 62 3.44 46 2.56 44 2.44 3.86

9b C4v 66 3.67 42 2.33 42 2.33 4.43

10a C2 68 3.4 52 2.6 48 2.4 3.59

10b C2 72 3.6 48 2.4 44 2.2 3.89

10c C1 72 3.6 48 2.4 46 2.3 4.20

10d D2h 72 3.6 48 2.4 48 2.4 4.44

11a C1 80 3.64 52 2.36 50 2.08 4.34

12a Cs 80 3.64 52 2.36 50 2.08 4.41

12b D2d 88 3.67 56 2.33 56 2.33 4.59

12c C2h 92 3.83 52 2.17 52 2.17 4.76

13a Cs 98 3.77 58 2.23 54 2.08 4.27

13b Cs 98 3.77 58 2.23 54 2.08 4.28

14a C2 108 3.86 60 2.14 56 2.0 4.44

14b C1 108 3.86 60 2.14 58 2.07 4.64

14c C1 108 3.86 60 2.14 58 2.07 4.68

15a Cs 118 3.93 62 2.07 60 2.14 4.75

15b C2v 118 3.93 62 2.07 62 2.07 4.95

16a D2d 128 4.0 64 2.0 64 2.0 5.05

aRHF calculations with Gaussian 94 [27]. The basis sets are CEP-31[28] bBlack dot: Mg atom; Circle: O atom
cEc = E(MgO) ÿ E[(MgO)x/x], where E(MgO) is the summation of the HF energies of atomic Mg(1S) and O(3P); E[(MgO)x/x] is the total
energy of the (MgO)x cluster divided by the size of the cluster, x
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the smallest boundary e�ect and should be the most
stable. Along with the increase in x, there are more and
more inner atoms, the corresponding bd should
decrease, and the cluster should become closer and
closer to the solid. Similarly, one may de®ne Nc and
bc � Nc/2x, where Nc is the summation of the
coordination number of each in-cluster atom and bc

denotes the average coordination number of an in-
cluster atom. It is clear that as the size of the cluster
increases, Nc and bc should also increase [26]. In the
perfect MgO bulk solid, bc is equal to 6.0. For a
covalent oxide, electrons would be well localized
between atoms, while for an ionic oxide, electrons are
believed to be well localized on atoms. So the geometry
of an ionic oxide would be largely decided by the
crystal ®eld it experiences rather than by the bond
direction as is most likely in a covalent oxide.
Therefore, one may argue that for an ionic oxide like
MgO, it is better to de®ne Na (or ba), which counts up
the total (or average) number of nearest neighbors
missing in the cluster. It is anticipated that the best
cluster model for a given x would correspond to the
cluster with the smallest Na for a given size. Table 2
summarizes the topologic parameters Nd(bd), Nc(bc)
and Na(ba). The cohesive energies, Ec, calculated with
ab initio restricted Hartree±Fock (RHF) methods are
also summarized in Table 2. A higher value of Ec

indicates a more stable cluster.
Judging from the data in Table 2, we can make the

following remarks:

1. Nc(bc) and Nd(bd) seem to work better than Na(ba).
The cluster with the largest Nc (the most saturated) and
the smallest Nd (the fewest dangling bonds) is the most
stable (the highest Ec) among those of the same size.
From x � 1 to 16, bc increases from 1.0 to 4.0, while bd

or ba decreases from 5.0 to 2.0, indicating (MgO)16 is
closer to the bulk than (MgO)1. All these are in general
agreement with the ab initio calculations. While N(Nc,
Nd, or Na) provides a simple measure of the relative
stability of clusters of the same size, b(bc, bd or ba)
measures the relative stability of clusters of di�erent size.
The oscillation of N(b) with x clearly shows that the
well-known boundary e�ect should be further divided
into two e�ects, i.e., the size e�ect (dependence on the
size of the cluster) and the shape e�ect (dependence on
the shape of the cluster). A casually chosen larger cluster
may even be a worse model for a solid or a surface than
a carefully chosen smaller cluster, owing to the shape
e�ect. The topological parameters N and b provide a
simple way to keep the shape e�ect under control.

2. To maintain a high Nc or a low Nd (or Na), cluster
atoms with a coordination number less than 3 should be
avoided. Actually, no atoms coordinated with fewer
than three counterions exist in the real MgO solid or
surfaces, even when the terrace-step-kink structures are
taken into consideration. For sizes such as x � 1, 2, 3,
5, or 7, cluster atoms with coordination numbers of 7 or
2 are unavoidable. Therefore these kinds of clusters
would not be good models for MgO solid. This provides
a simple way to exclude some cluster models from
detailed consideration.

3. For a given x, there exist clusters of di�erent shape
but with the same Nc or Nd, for example, 8b and 8c, or
10b, 10c, and 10d, etc. Changing from 8c to 8b, two
atoms increase their coordination numbers from 4 to 5,
while the other two decrease their coordination numbers
from 4 to 3. Therefore there are no net changes for Nc

and Nd. In a perfect bulk solid, all Mg or O are equiv-
alent to each other; hence we prefer a cluster with higher
symmetry. Symmetry constraints helps to restrict atoms
from being equivalent to each other. In fact, as shown by
the data in Table 2, for a given x, the cluster with higher
symmetry is always lower in energy.

4. For the rock-salt-type solid, the cubic model is
preferred. 4d is the minimal cubic cluster. Additonally
clusters such as 4d, 6c, 8c, 9b, 10d, 12c, 15b, 16a etc.
should be better models than others of the same size to
describe the respective surface active sites of interest.
The convergence property of the calculated cohesive
energies within the cubic (MgO)x clusters is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Ec increases smoothly as the size of the cluster
increases. However, as shown by the data in Table 2, Ec

would oscillate strongly with x if the shapes of the
clusters were chosen arbitrarily. We have employed these
cubic clusters to study O/MgO [29], NO/MgO [30], and
N2O/MgO [31]. These clusters provided a convergent
description of the reactivity of the respective surface-
active sites.

All these observations clearly demonstrate the e�ec-
tiveness of using the topological parameters N(Nc, Nd, or
Na) and b(bc, bd, or ba) for guidance in cutting out
clusters (cf. Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. a,b. Size dependence for the cubic (MgO)x (x� 4d, 6c, 8c,
9b, 10d, 12c, 15b, 16a) clusters. a Convergence property of the
calculated cohesive energies, Ec's. Calculation results with B3LYP
method [32, 33] are also presented; b Topological parameters bc, bd,
and ba as functions of cluster size, x
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4 Embedding scheme within the PC model

Suppose the solid can be divided into two parts, i.e., a
cutout cluster (index C) and its surroundings (index S).
Neglecting the electron exchange between C and S, the
zero-order wave function of bulk solid, Ybulk, can be
approximated in terms of FC and FS as a simple
product, and the interaction energy ECS can be given by
the ®rst-order correction from the direct electrostatic
interaction [34]. When S is approximated by a PC array,
the total energy of such an ideal system can be expressed
as

E � UC

X
i2C

Ti ÿ
X
i2C

X
a2C
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X
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X
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�����
�����UC
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�1�
in which i and j label the electrons in cluster C, a and b
label the nuclei in cluster C, while p and q label the
positions of point charges in the surroundings S. Ti is the
electronic kinetic energy of electron i. Za refers to
nuclear charge, and r refers to distance. So ÿZa=ria is the
electron±nuclear attraction in cluster C, while ÿQp=rip
corresponds to the interaction between the point charge
Qp in the surroundings S and the electron i in cluster C.
The value of point charge Qp modi®es the core
Hamiltonian of the cluster in terms of one-electron
integrals. ÿ

P
i2C
P

p2S Qp=rip. Qp is a predetermined
parameter entering the ab initio calculation. Normally,
nominal values are employed; however, it is clear that
di�erent Qp of the surroundings S will produce di�erent
FC of cluster C; the requirement for consistence between
the cluster and its surroundings should be met.

If atom a of cluster C is equivalent to point p of the
surroundings S in the bulk solid, it is anticipated that the
charge on point p should be equal to the charge on atom a.

Qp � Qa : �2�
Therefore one needs to reach the charge consistence [35,
36]. That is, the charges used for embedding should be
consistent with the charges derived from the wave
functions of the embedded cluster.

Suppose point p is equivalent to atom a, and point q
is equivalent to atom b, then it is required that

Rab � Rpq : �3�
When PCs p and q are ®xed at the geometry of the bulk
solid, the optimized geometry for cluster C could be
in accordance with that for the surroundings S after
choosing suitable values of Qp. We call this potential
consistence [35, 36], i.e., the interaction potential pro-
duced by PCs is balanced by that produced by the
equivalent atoms at the equilibrium lattice position (Re).

Taking the dipole moment as a criterion and assuming

jlSj � jlCj ; �4�
we need to reach the dipole moment consistence [35, 36]
to determine Qp.

In the literature, there are some other ways to de-
termine the values of PCs. For example, the values of
surrounding PCs are reduced from nominal values of 2
to 1.5 for MgO(100) so as to make the calculated CO
vibrational frequency agree better with experimental
results for CO/MgO [37]; the PCs are optimized so as to
reproduce the exact Madelung potential in a rather large
region of the space surrounding the cluster model [38];
the PCs are ®tted to the calculated dipole moment from
the band structure approach; etc. Taking MgO and NiO
as examples, we have investigated the in¯uence of the
surrounding PCs on the calculated electronic properties
of the embedded cluster [35, 36]. Charge consistence
potential consistence, and dipole moment consistence
have been examined. It has been shown that the basic
di�erence between a PC and a real atom lies in the fact
that a real atom possesses a continuous distribution of
charge density, while a PC does not. Therefore, we have
tried to spherically expand the PC, so as to furnish it
with a continuous distribution of charge density. It is
found that charge density consistence enables a better
cluster modeling. The spherical expansion of the PC Qp

can be processed as follows [35, 36].
The spherical function is

us�r� �
2a
p

� �3=4

exp�ÿar2� : �5�

We then have a spherically expanded PC with charge
density qp(r) in the form of

qp�r� � Qp�us�r��2 ; �6�

Qp �
Z

qp�r�ds or dv �7�

From Eqs. (5±7), it can be easily deduced that the orbital
exponent a is inversely proportional to the square of
orbital radius hri. Substituting the orbital radius hri with
the ion radius hRi, we ®nd that hRi and the exponent a
obey the relation

a � 3

2hRi2 ; �8�

5 Embedded cluster modeling of MgO(100)
and CO/MgO(100) adsorption systems

The interaction of a CO molecule with an MgO(100)
surface has been the subject of intensive studies both
experimentally and theoretically [13, 16±18, 23, 37, 39±
48]. This system has been extensively used as a test case
of theoretical models of chemisorption on ionic surfaces.
The striking discrepancy between theory and experiment
lies in the CO binding energy to the surface. The
experimental heat of adsorption was initially reported to
be rather low, only 0.15±0.17 eV [39, 40]; while later
experiments gave a much higher value of 0.43±0.45 eV
[41, 42]. Pacchioni and coworkers reported a RHF
binding energy of 0.24 eV. This was obtained with
[MgO5]

8) clusters embedded in an array of PCs [16, 17].
With the cluster model extended to (MgO)21 and with
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the basis set superposition errors (BSSE) correction
included, the binding energy was reduced to 0.08 eV [46].
Local density functional theory with embedded
[MgO5]

8) predicted an extremely high value of the
binding energy (1.20 eV [37, 46]), while the larger cluster
model, (MgO)25, with gradient correction led to a
binding energy of only 0.09 eV [44]. The best quantum
chemical cluster model calculations to date are those of
Nygren and coworkers [13, 45]. After the employment of
accurate embedding techniques with full account of the
crystal potential and a high-level treatment of dynamical
correlation using large basis sets, the BSSE-corrected
binding energy for CO adsorbed on MgO(100) regular
sites was found to be 0.08 eV [13, 45]. These theoretical
results have led to the conclusion that the binding energy
was overestimated in experiments due to the high
concentration of defect sites in the MgO slab samples
[18, 44, 45]. In this report, we will discuss the CO
orientation with the C atom perpendicular to the Mg
cation of the regular site on MgO(100). We focus on the
methods to describe the in¯uence of the surroundings
on the calculated electronic properties of (MgO)x and
CO/(MgO)x.

The ®vefold coordinated Mg2+ adsorption site on
MgO(100) is represented by a set of stoichiometric
clusters of two layers (Fig. 2). These clusters are
(MgO)5(5, 5), (MgO)5(9, 1), (MgO)9(9, 9), (MgO)13(13,
13), and (MgO)13(21, 5). (The numbers of atoms in
each layer are given in parentheses.) The reason we
chose these clusters lies in that they all possess the
correct local C4v symmetry. The molecular clusters
(MgO)x are embedded in the symmetric array of
(11 ´ 11 ´ 6) ) 2 ´ PCs. An unreconstructed MgO(100)
surface is assumed with an MgAO distance of 2.105 AÊ

[25]. In the ®rst embedding scheme, the nominal values
of �2 a.u. are employed. (This kind of model is called
the NPC model.) In the second embedding scheme, the
nearest positive PCs are replaced by a total ion potential
(TIP model [49, 50]) of Mg2+, which prevents the elec-
tronic charge distribution of O2) ions from polarizing
too far toward the +2 PC neighbors. In the third em-
bedding scheme, we expand the nearest negative PC
spherically (SPC model) to account for the ®nite size

e�ect of the lattice ions. The embedding spherical
charges have been self-consistently determined to be
around the values of �1.6 a.u. Assuming the quantum
e�ects, i.e., the exchange and core-orthogonality e�ects,
are similar to those in the TIP model, the same pseu-
dopotential is employed to replace the nearest positive
PCs with only modi®cation of the Coulomb terms for
cations of q � +1.6 a.u.

The results of (MgO)x cluster modeling of the
MgO(100) surface with various kinds of models are
presented in Table 3. The calculated properties include
Mulliken charges, q, on di�erent types of ions, the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy level
in eV, and the energy gap, DG, between the HOMO and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The
main results can be summarized as follows.

1. In MgO bulk solid, the charges on Mg or O should
all be the same and the ratio between the absolute charge
on Mg and that on O should be 1:1. For bare-cluster
models, this stoichiometry as well as the neutrality
requirement is only roughly ful®lled by the cubic
(MgO)9(9, 9) cluster. This is not surprising as we recall
that the topologic parameters N and b predict that the
cubic model is the best model and those models with ions
of coordination numbers less than 2 should be avoided.
Larger clusters, (MgO)13, do not seem to provide better
models for MgO solid or surface than (MgO)9 does.
Indeed, bd shows a local minimal at x � 9.

2. In the cluster modeling of surfaces, it is quite
common to build up the model in the shape of an inverse
pyramid like (MgO)5(9, 1) or (MgO)13(21, 5). Mulliken
charges seem to provide a simple, yet useful tool for
measuring the reliability of a cluster model. The charge
on the singly coordinated O atom of bare (MgO)5(9, 1) is
signi®cantly low, while the charge on the central Mg
cation of bare (MgO)13(21, 5) is extremely high. This
may be simply attributed to the drawback of Mulliken
population analysis. However, we argue that this would
be an indication for a poor geometry of the cluster
compared to that of the solid or the surface. Both these
clusters possess the lowest calculated energy gaps among
this set of clusters. In bare (MgO)5(9, 1), the dangling
bonds lead to a too high-lying HOMO, which brings
about a too low DG, while in bare (MgO)13(21, 5), the
small DG results from the overstabilized LUMO. Com-
pared with the experimental DG value of 7.8 eV [51], the
result of 8.56 eV calculated from cubic (MgO)9(9, 9)
within bare-cluster models seems reasonable.

3. Embeddings not only make (MgO)x closer to the
bulk solid, but also result in better similarity among
clusters of di�erent size and shape. The ionicities of these
clusters are generally increased, while these clusters are
stabilized with the HOMOs moving to lower energy. In
general, the DGs calculated with the SPC model are in
better agreement with the experimental value of 7.8 eV
[51]. It is worth noting that the smallest change in the
charge distribution upon embedding occurs on (MgO)9.
This suggests that cluster-lattice interaction is weakest
for (MgO)9 among this series of cluster models, and that
the bare-cluster model, if properly chosen, may provide
a reasonable description of the solid.

Fig. 2a±e. Cluster models for the ®ve-fold coordinated Mg2+

adsorption site on MgO(100). a (MgO)5(5, 5); b (MgO)5(9, 1);
c (MgO)9(9, 9); d (MgO)13(13, 13); e (MgO)13(21, 5). Filled circles
stand for Mg cations, and open circles for O anions. The numbers
nearby the circles label the types of ions
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4. When (MgO)x clusters are embedded in PCs, the
atoms in the ®rst layer become surface atoms of
MgO(100). These atoms are all ®vefold coordinated,
while the other atoms are sixfold coordinated, partly by
PCs and partly by real atoms. There is evidence that the
most stable MgO(100) surface does not di�er very much
from bulk MgO [52]. However, in bare (MgO)x clusters,
the peripheral atoms possess lower charges owing to
lower coordination numbers, while in embedded clus-
ters, these atoms acquire higher values of charges due to
the direct contact with PCs. The charge di�erence be-
tween a peripheral atom and an inner atom of a cluster
model clearly shows the di�erence between a real ion
and a PC. Taking (MgO)5(5, 5) as an example, the
charge di�erence between q(Mg1) and q(Mg2) is 0.90 for
the NPC model, 0.66 for the TIP model, and 0.35 for the
SPC model. Along this series, the decrease in charge
di�erence should imply an improvement in the descrip-
tion of the surroundings. It is interesting to note that the

charge di�erences among various kinds of O anions are
smaller than those of Mg cations. This may suggest that
the compact Mg cation is reasonably approximated by a
positive PC, and that a better description of the O anion
should take into account the ®nite size of the anions.
Here we recall the topological parameter Na introduced
in Sect. 3. A smaller Na, indicating a smaller number of
PCs in direct contact with the cluster atoms, would infer
a better embedded cluster model.

The results for CO/(MgO)x calculated with di�erent
models are listed in Table 4. The MgAC distance
was optimized for a ®xed CAO bond length of
r(CAO) � 1.104 AÊ with the positions of substrate
atoms and PCs always being ®xed in the crystalline
structure of MgO. The equilibrium bond distance,
re(MgAC) was determined by a fourth-degree polyno-
mial ®t to ®ve r(MgAC) points around the minimum of
the corresponding potential energy curve. The bonding
energy De was calculated from the total energy of the

Table 3. (MgO)x cluster mod-
eling of the MgO(100) surfacea

aRHF calculations with Gaus-
sian 94[25]. The basis sets are
6-31G[25]

Bare NPC TIP SPC

(MgO)5(5,5)
q(Mg1) 1.564 0.790 1.151 1.269
q(Mg2) 0.697 1.692 1.810 1.623
q(O1) )1.310 )1.536 )1.597 )1.482
q(O2) )0.761 )1.505 )1.699 )1.570

HOMO (eV) )7.54 )11.5 )9.59 )8.56
DG (eV) 5.30 11.3 11.3 7.33

(MgO)5(9,1)
q(Mg1) 1.055 0.457 1.553 1.658
q(Mg2) 0.990 1.783 1.694 1.555
q(O1) )0.313 )1.520 )1.911 )1.863
q(O2) )1.175 )1.517 )1.605 )1.504

HOMO (eV) )3.52 )11.4 )9.84 )7.60
DG (eV) 3.01 11.6 11.7 7.43

(MgO)9(9,9)
q(Mg1) 1.209 1.250 1.376 1.400
q(Mg2) 1.215 1.578 1.626 1.531
q(Mg3) 1.241 1.385 1.630 1.525
q(O1) )1.372 )1.465 )1.564 )1.509
q(O2) )1.271 )1.405 )1.496 )1.438
q(O3) )1.144 )1.505 )1.714 )1.590

HOMO (eV) )8.77 )12.0 )9.57 )9.50
DG (eV) 8.56 12.8 11.4 8.91

(MgO)13(13,13)
q(Mg1) 1.563 1.330 1.343 1.329
q(Mg2) 1.341 0.922 1.522 1.522
q(Mg3) 0.901 1.533 1.772 1.649
q(Mg4) 0.695 1.864 1.680 1.504
q(O1) )1.348 )1.444 )1.544 )1.488
q(O2) )1.322 )1.408 )1.408 )1.366
q(O3) )1.049 )1.401 )1.719 )1.604
q(O4) )0.620 )1.482 )1.797 )1.666

HOMO (eV) )7.82 )11.6 )9.60 )8.74
DG (eV) 5.43 11.8 11.2 8.59

(MgO)13(21,5)
q(Mg1) 2.407 1.390 1.301 1.417
q(Mg2) 0.562 1.925 1.885 1.753
q(Mg3) 0.891 1.018 1.465 1.425
q(Mg4) 1.200 1.418 1.511 1.328
q(O1) )1.323 )1.484 )1.589 )1.484
q(O2) )1.307 )1.407 )1.407 )1.354
q(O3) )0.808 )1.465 )1.690 )1.568

HOMO (eV) )8.05 )11.3 )9.47 )9.20
DG (eV) 3.58 11.5 11.6 7.96
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free system the minus energy of the interacted system.
For CO/(MgO)5(5,5), the bare-cluster model predicts a

re(MgAC) of 2.451 AÊ and a De of 0.310 eV. The ad-
sorption bond is obviously overestimated by this model.
The NPC model gives essentially the same results with
re(MgAC) somewhat lengthened and De(eV) increased.
The results from the TIP and SPC models are signi®-
cantly di�erent. CO interaction with MgO(100) regular
sites is shown to be very weak with re(MgAC) larger
than 3.0 AÊ and De around 0.06 eV. These results are in
good agreement with the most recent and most accurate
calculations [45]. For CO/(MgO)5(9, 1), the results from
the bare-cluster model and the NPC model are quite
contrary. The bare-cluster model gives a longer
re(MgAC) with a smaller De, while the NPC model
predicts a re(MgAC) which is too short and a De which is
too large. Enlarging the cluster size from (MgO)5 to
(MgO)9(9, 9) improves the calculation results. The bare-
cluster model of (MgO)9(9, 9) gives results which are
quite similar to those of the TIP and SPC models. We do
not go into details of CO/(MgO)13 cluster models, as we
believe that (MgO)13 behaves no better than (MgO)9.

It is interesting to see how the calculated adsorption
properties vary with the methods to describe the sur-
roundings as well as with the size and shape of the clus-
ters. For CO/(MgO)5(5, 5) models, the di�erent
descriptions of the surroundings result in variations in re
of 0.935 AÊ and in De of 0.363 eV, while for CO/
(MgO)5(9, 1), Dre is 0.928 AÊ and DDe is 1.022 eV. These
variations are greatly reduced to Dre � 0.471 AÊ and
DDe � 0.138 eV in CO/(MgO)9(9, 9). For the bare-
cluster models of di�erent sizes and shapes, the calcu-
lated re have a variance of 0.790 AÊ and the De have a
variance of 0.265 eV. The results of the bare-cluster
models are quite size-dependent. Only cubic (MgO)9(9, 9)
provides good modeling of a solid. For the NPC models,
dre and dDe are 0.429 AÊ and 0.876 eV, respectively. This
seems to support the argument that the simple PC model
does not always lead to improved modeling of the solid
[47, 54]. The TIP model clearly reduces this variance. The
variations of re and De are 0.308 AÊ and 0.022 eV, re-
spectively. The dre and dDe are further decreased to 0.167
AÊ and 0.014 eV, respectively, in the SPC model. From

the inspection of the changes in Dre, DDe, dre, and dDe, we
may conclude that a better cutout cluster, which interacts
less with the surroundings, would depend less on the
embedding scheme, while a better description of the
surroundings would improve the quality of the cutout
cluster. The e�ect of the surroundings on the calculated
adsorption properties is not only through the long-range
Coulomb interactions on the adsorbate, but also through
the in¯uence of the properties of the substrate cluster.

6 Concluding remarks

A bulk solid can be regarded as the sum of two
fragments. One is a cutout cluster which will be explicitly
treated in quantum chemical calculations, the other is the
surroundings of the cutout cluster. Accordingly, in order
to establish a reasonable embedded-cluster model, one
has to answer two questions: (1) how to cut out a cluster
and (2) how to suitably account for the cluster-lattice
interaction. For the ®rst question, we have proposed
three principles, namely, a neutrality principle, a stoichi-
ometry principle and a coordination principle, according
to which a neutral, stoichiometrical cutout cluster with
the minimum number of dangling bonds is preferred. We
have shown good correlation between the topological
parametersN (Nc,Nd, orNa) and b (bc, bd, or ba), and the
stability of clusters. We believe that these topological
parameters provide meaningful criteria to cut out a better
cluster model without paying for the high cost of detailed
preliminary calculations. A good cutout cluster is itself
not only a good bare-cluster model, but also a suitable
starting point for embedding or saturation. For the
second question, we have demonstrated how the calcu-
lated electronic properties of the substrate clusters and
the adsorption properties vary with the ways to describe
the surroundings. It is shown that a better cutout cluster,
which interacts less with the surroundings, would depend
less on the embedding scheme, while a better description
of the surroundings would improve the quality of the
cutout cluster. The SPC model provides the most stable
modeling of the oxide surface as well as of adsorption on
the surface.

Table 4. Comparison of the
results for the CO/MgO(100)
adsorption systema

Bare NPC TIP SPC Dre/DDe
b

CO/(MgO)5(5,5)
re(MgAC)(AÊ ) 2.451 2.528 3.386 3.109 0.935
De (eV) 0.310 0.422 0.059 0.062 0.363

CO/(MgO)5(9,1)
re(MgAC)(AÊ ) 2.661 2.348 3.078 3.276 0.928
De (eV) 0.077 1.059 0.037 0.048 1.022

CO/(MgO)9(9,9)
re(MgAC)(AÊ ) 3.241 2.777 3.187 3.248 0.147
De (eV) 0.045 0.183 0.050 0.060 0.138
dre

c 0.790 0.429 0.308 0.167 ±
dDe

c 0.265 0.876 0.022 0.014 ±

aRHF calculations with Gaussian94 [25]. The basis sets for (MgO)x are 6-31G[25]. The CO basis sets are
(9s, 5p, 1d)/[4s, 3p, 1d] [50]
bVariations of the calculated properties with the embedding schemes
cVariations of the calculated properties with cluster size and shape
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Recently, we have studied several representative
chemisorption systems, for example, CO/MgO, O/MgO,
CO/ZnO, O/ZnO, H2/ZnO, and H2/TiO2, with the
SPC cluster model method and have investigated the
e�ects of size and symmetry of the PC array, the size
dependence of the cluster model, the basis sets, and
electron correlation on the theoretical description of
adsorptive bonding. Based on the ®ndings in this paper
and those presented elsewhere, the main points of our
so-called SPC cluster model can be summarized as
follows: a stoichiometric cutout cluster with the fewest
dangling bonds embedded in a symmetric PC array,
and spherically expanded PC surroundings with char-
ges being self-consistently determined. Our case studies
of chemisorption on metal oxides with di�erent degrees
of ionicity demonstrated the e�ciency of the SPC
cluster model.
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